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$\mathrm{c}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]$ $I$ , $I$
Hermite
. $I\neq\sqrt{I}$ – ,
. , Hermite – ,
(de Boor and $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}[3]$ , Sauer and $\mathrm{X}\mathrm{u}[9],$ $\mathrm{M}\ddot{\mathrm{o}}1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}[8]$
) .
(1998 ) 6 , $I$ complete intersection , Jacobi
Grothendieck duality
. , Grothendieck duality
, Hermite .
2
$\mathrm{c}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]$ , .
$I\subset \mathrm{C}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]$ Gr\"obner ,
$\mathrm{C}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]/I$ $b_{i}(z)(i=1,2, \ldots, M)$
. $V$ .
$V=span\{b_{1}, b_{2}, \ldots, b_{M}\}$ .
$M=dim\mathrm{c}$ $(\mathrm{c}[z1, Z_{2}, \ldots , z_{n}]/I)$ .
, $\varphi$ , $I$ $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{f}(\varphi)\in V$ (Normal form
) .
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{f}(\varphi)(z)=\sum_{i}c_{i(\varphi)(}biz)$
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, $c_{i}$ $V$ $V^{*}$ .
$c_{i}(b_{j})=\{$
1, $i=j$
$0$ , $i\neq j$
, {ci} $\{b_{i}\}$ . ,
$c_{i}$ .
I( )
$I$ , . $V=\mathrm{C}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]/I$
$\{b_{1}.’ b_{2}.’\ldots, b_{M}\}$ $\{c_{1}, c_{2}.’\ldots, c_{M}\}$ .
, Hermite
.
$I=\langle y-x^{2}, x^{3}-X\rangle\subset \mathrm{C}[x, y]$ . ,
$y\succ x$ . , $y-x^{2},$ $x^{3}-X$ $I$






. $(1, 1)$ , $(-1,1),$ $(0,0)$ $\delta_{(1,1)},$ $\delta_{()}-1,1,$ $\delta(0,0)$
, $c_{2},.c_{1},$ $C_{0}$
$c_{2}= \frac{1}{2}\delta_{(1,1)}+\frac{1}{2}\delta_{(-}1,1)-\delta_{(0,0)},$ $c1= \frac{1}{2}\delta_{(1,1)}-\frac{1}{2}\delta_{(-1,1}C_{0}),=\delta_{(0},0)$




, $I$ $A$ , $V$
$V^{*}$ , $A$ $I$ annihilate






$V^{*}$ . $V^{*}$ $e_{k,j}^{*}(k=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $\ell,$ $j=$
$1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $\mu_{k})$ , .
, –
.
3 Grothendieck duality HHHermite-Jacobi
$-$ , Hermite , Hermite
. , complete
intersection , Hermite-Jacobi Grothendieck residue
, .
, $X=\mathrm{C}^{n},$ $\mathcal{O}_{X}$ $X$ , $\Omega_{X}$ $X$ $n$
. regular sequence $f1,$ $f_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $f_{n}\in \mathrm{C}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]$ $\mathit{0}_{x}$
$I=\langle f1, f_{2}, \ldots, f_{n}\rangle$ .
Grothendieck duality pairing pairing
$\Omega_{X}/I\Omega_{X}\cross \mathcal{E}xt_{\mathcal{O}_{X}}n(ox/I, \mathcal{O}_{X})arrow \mathrm{C}$
perfect Grothendieck duality . $\Omega_{X}/I\Omega_{X}$
) intrinsic $\mathcal{E}xt_{\mathcal{O}x}^{n}$ $(O_{X}/I, \mathcal{O}_{X})$ . pairing
, $I$ $A$
, $\mathcal{E}xt_{\mathcal{O}_{x}}^{n}(Ox/I, O_{X})$ . D-




(i) $i(\mathcal{E}xt_{oX}^{n}(O_{X}/I, \mathcal{O}_{X}))=\{h\in H_{[A]}^{n}(o_{x})|Ih=0\}$




Hermite-Jacobi $f_{i}(i=1,2, \ldots, n)$ Hefer
$f_{i}(z)-fi( \zeta)=\sum qji,j(z, \zeta)(_{Z}j-\zeta_{j})$
, $q(z, \zeta)=det(q_{i},j(Z, \zeta))$ . $\varphi\in Ox(X=\mathrm{C}^{n})$
$K\varphi(z)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{(2\pi i)^{n}}\int\cdots\int\frac{q(z,\zeta)\varphi.(\zeta)}{f_{1}(\zeta)f_{2}(\zeta)\cdot\cdot f_{n}(\zeta)}d\zeta$
$=$ ${\rm Res}(\varphi(\zeta)d\zeta,$ $[ \frac{q(z,\zeta)}{f_{1}(\zeta)f_{2}(\zeta)\cdots f_{n}(\zeta)}])\in \mathrm{C}[Z_{1}, Z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]$
Hermite-Jacobi $K$ . ${\rm Res}$ Grothendieck residue
map
$\Omega_{X}/I\Omega_{X}\cross \mathcal{E}xtn_{X}(oOx/I, O_{X})arrow \mathrm{C}$
. $\varphi\in I$ , $K\varphi=0$ ,
$K:\mathrm{C}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]/Iarrow \mathrm{C}[Z_{1}, Z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]/I$
(Berenstein and $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}[2]$ ).
$[ \frac{q(z,\zeta)}{f_{1}(\zeta)f_{2}(\zeta)\cdots f_{n}(\zeta)}]$
.
$q(z, \zeta)$ )1/ $I$ ( $z$ ) $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{f}(q)(z, \zeta)=\sum q_{i}(\zeta)b_{i}(z)$
. $\{b_{i}\}$
$[ \frac{q_{i}(\zeta.)}{f_{1}(\zeta)f_{2}(\zeta)\cdot\cdot f_{n}(\zeta)}]\in H_{[A]}^{n}(o_{x})$
.
$f1=x^{3},$ $f_{2}=y^{2}+2x^{2}+3x,$ $I=\langle x^{3}, y^{2}+2x^{2}+3x\rangle$ .
$I$ $A=\{(0,0)\}$ . $\mathrm{C}[x, y]/I$ $V=$
$span\{1, X, X^{22}, y, Xy, Xy\}$ – .
$f_{1}(x, y)-f1(\xi, \eta)$ $=$ $(_{X^{2}}+\xi_{X}+\xi 2)(_{X\xi)}-$ ,
$f_{2}(x, y)-f_{2}(\xi, \eta)$ $=$ $(2x+2\xi+2)(x-\xi)+(y+\eta)(y-\eta)$
$q(x, y, \xi, \eta)=\xi^{2}\eta+\xi\eta X+\eta X+\xi 22y+\xi xy+x^{2}y$
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. $V^{*}$ $\mathcal{O}x$
$m=[ \frac{1}{\xi^{\mathrm{s}}(\eta+22\xi 2+3\xi)}]\in H_{[A]}^{2}(o_{x})$
. (cf.
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}- \mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}[4]$ , p.656-p.662) , $m$




. , ci $(i=0,1,2, \ldots, 5)$ $\varphi\in \mathrm{C}[x, y]$
$c_{0}(\varphi)=\varphi(0,0),$ $c_{1}( \varphi)=-\frac{3}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\varphi}{\partial y^{2}}(\mathrm{o}, \mathrm{o})+\frac{\partial\varphi}{\partial x}(0,0)$ ,
$c_{2}( \varphi)=\frac{3}{8}\frac{\partial^{4}\varphi}{\partial y^{4}}(0,0)-\frac{3}{2}\frac{\partial^{3}\varphi}{\partial x\partial y^{2}}(0,0)-\frac{\partial^{2}\varphi}{\partial y^{2}}(0,0)+\frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\varphi}{\partial x^{2}}(0,0)$,
$c_{3}( \varphi)=\frac{\partial\varphi}{\partial y}(0,0),$ $c_{4}( \varphi)=-\frac{\partial^{3}\varphi}{\partial y^{3}}(0,0)+\frac{\partial^{2}\varphi}{\partial x\partial y}(0,0)$,
$c_{5}( \varphi)=\frac{3}{40}\frac{\partial^{5}\varphi}{\partial y^{5}}(0,0)-\frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{4}\varphi}{\partial x\partial y^{3}}(0,0)-\frac{1}{3}\frac{\partial^{3}\varphi}{\partial y^{3}}(0,0)+\frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{3}\varphi}{\partial x^{2}\partial y}(0,0)$
.
, $m$
( ) . regular
sequence $f1,$ $f_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $f_{n}$ $m$ ( –
) . ,
, D- .
, ( ) ,
$[ \frac{\mathrm{N}\mathrm{f}(q)(z,\zeta)}{f_{1}(\zeta)f_{2}(\zeta)\cdots f_{n}(\zeta)}]$
. .
, $e_{k,j}^{*}(k=1,2, \ldots, \ell, j=1,2, \ldots, \mu_{k})$ .
$e_{k}^{*},$’ $e_{k,j}$ . e $V$ $z$
. .
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$\{e_{k,j}\}$ , $\{e_{k,j}^{*}\}$ .
, .
$e_{k,j}(f)=f_{k,j}$ , $k=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $p,$ $j=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $\mu_{k},$ $f_{k,j}\in \mathrm{C}$ $f\in V$
$-$ , $f= \sum e_{k,j}(z)fk,j$ .
4 D-
$X=\mathrm{C}^{n}$ $Ox$ , $X$
$D_{X}$ . $D_{X}$ coherent .
, regular sequence $f1,$ $f_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $f_{n}\in \mathrm{C}[z_{1}, z_{2}, \ldots, z_{n}]$ ) $I$ ,
$A$ . $\mathcal{H}_{[A]}^{n}(Ox)$ $D_{X}$ , , -
- .
$m=i([ \frac{1}{f_{1}f_{2}\cdots fn}])$ $m$ annihilate
$D_{X}$ $J=\{R\in D_{X}.|Rm=0\}$ .






$m=m_{1}+m_{2}+\cdots+m_{\ell}$ , $m_{k}\in \mathcal{H}_{[A_{k}]}^{n}(Ox)(k=1,2, \ldots , \ell)$ .
$?t_{[A_{k}]}^{n}(O_{X})$ Dx-
.
$(\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}[\dot{1}0])$ $A_{k}$ $\{h|Ph=0, h\in H_{[A]}^{n_{k}}(oX), P\in J\}=$
$\{cm_{k}|c\in \mathrm{C}\}$ .
, $f1,$ $f_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $f_{n}$ $J$ , $A_{k}$
$\delta_{A_{k}}$ , $Jm_{k}=\mu_{k}\delta_{A_{k}}$ ( $\mu_{k}$ $A_{k}$ ) .
$m$ .
$I=\langle x^{3}, y^{2}+2x^{2}+3x\rangle$ .
$m=[ \frac{1}{x^{3}(y^{2}+2X^{2}+3x)}]$ , $x^{3}m=0,$ $(y^{2}+$
$2x^{2}+3x)m=0$ , . , $x^{3}$
87
$F_{1}$ $y^{2}+2x^{2}+3x$ $F_{2}$ .
$P=6xD_{x}+(2xy+3y)D_{y}+4x+24$
, $m$ annihilator ideal $J$ $F_{1},$ $F_{2},$ $P$
:







. $m$ $6[ \frac{1}{xy}]$ .
$f1(x, y)=(x^{2}+y^{2})^{2}+3x^{2}y-y^{3},$ $f2(x, y)=x^{2}+y^{2}-1$ , $I=\langle f1(x, y), f_{2}(X, y)\rangle$
. ) $I$ ) $I_{1}=\langle y-1, x^{2}\rangle,$ $I_{2}=\langle 4y^{2}+4y+1,4X^{2}-4y-5\rangle$
, $I=I_{1^{\cap}}I_{2}$ . $I$ $A=V(I)$ $A_{1},$ $A_{2},$ $A_{3}$
, $V(\sqrt{I_{1}})=\{A_{1}\},$ $V(\sqrt{I_{2}})=\{A_{2}, A_{3}\}$ . $A_{1}=(0,1),$ $A_{2}=$
$(-c_{2}3, - \frac{1}{2}),$ $A_{3}=( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}, -\frac{1}{2})$ . 2 .




Kan , $m$ annihilator





, $A_{1},$ $A_{2},$ $A_{3}$ $m$ ( )














$I$ complete inetersection Hermite
, $A_{k}$ $\mathrm{E}\frac{q_{i}}{f_{1}f_{2}\cdots f_{n}}$] .
, ( ) ,
. , $f1,$ $f_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $f_{n}$
.
.
. $m$ , $m$
89
, $[ \frac{q_{i}}{f_{1}f_{2}\cdots f_{n}}]$
.
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